• High-output setting delivers twice the grease per stroke
• High-pressure setting for high-tolerance joints and bearings
• The pin placement and unique drive angle enable the user to build pressures up to 7,000 psi

Model 1013 heavy-duty lever-action grease gun

Model 1142 lever-action grease gun

• Rugged cast pump head for strength and durability
• Precision fit and hardened plunger prevents lubricant bypass
• Locking follower rod with removable end cap

Model 1134 heavy-duty pistol grip grease gun

• Extra-heavy-duty pistol grip grease gun with cast head design and jam-proof handle return mechanism
• Variable stroke allows a high pressure option for high tolerance applications

Model 1162 air-operated grease gun

• Variable-speed trigger provides excellent grease flow control
• Fully automatic, continuous operation
• Accessible check valve assembly
• Comfortable grip

Model 1884 20 V Li-ion PowerLuber, 2 battery

• Stable 3-point stance keeps the tool upright and within reach
• Electronically controlled two-speed design
• Multi-function LCD identifies grease output and loss of prime
• Model 1882 20 V Li-ion Powerluber, 1 battery

Model 1844 18 V PowerLuber, 2 battery

• High-strength composite body with metal gear and pump housing provides outstanding durability
• Best grease output in cold temperature operation
• High-capacity, long run time
• Model 1842 18 V PowerLuber, 1 battery
• Model 1242 12 V Powerluber, 1 battery
All-steel design includes reinforced caster supports
18-gallon tank includes a preset air regulator that allows the use of standard shop air
14-inch telescoping bowl
25 gallon welded steel tank supported by heavy-duty swivel casters and fixed-axle wheels
Powerful compressed-air operated venturi vacuum
Includes six evacuation wands, tool tray and tank-mounted clip and handle hook
Model 3635 fluid drain, 25 gal.
Model 3637 fluid evacuator, 25 gal.

• 8 gal. durable, high-density polyethylene reservoir
• Quick-adjustment clamp enables simple height adjustments
• Multiple reservoir evacuation options
• Splashguard for overspray protection
• Model 3518 fluid drain, 18 gal.

Model 3626 plastic fluid drain, 26 gal.

• High strength, chemical resistant polyethylene reservoir
• 18 in. offset funnel with removable filter screen
• Funnel height is adjustable from 53 to 79 in.
• Recessed pockets for tool storage
• Easy-to-read fluid level sight gauge
• Front and back handles improve maneuverability

Model 3669 low-profile fluid drain with electric pump, 17 gal.

• Features a durable 120 V electric pump
• 17 gal. capacity with large fluid collection area
• Low profile – 7 3/4 in. overall height
• Includes removable metal screen, recessed pockets and four swivel casters
• Model 3665 low-profile drain, 17 gal.
• Model 3667 low-profile drain with rotary pump, 17 gal.

Grease accessories

Model 5852 coupler
Model 5848 swivel coupler
Model 5845 heavy-duty coupler
Model 5807 grease injection tool
Model 58000 lubrication accessory kit
Model 5805 impact fitting cleaner

Model 5803 needle nozzle
Model 5859 right angle adapter
Model 5470 grease fittings
Model 1550 fuel transfer pump

- Insulated, weatherproof design pumps 15 gal. per minute
- Stainless steel 90-degree hose adapter and 360-degree, locking bung
- Use with diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits

Model 1550 fuel transfer pump

Model 1340 lever-action barrel pump

- Approximately 1 gallon per 12 revolutions
- Internal check prevents drain-back, assures immediate restart
- Use with oils, diesel, kerosene, coolant, non-corrosive materials, hydraulic oils, ATF
- Model 1385H rotary drum pump with 8 ft. hose

Model 1340 lever-action barrel pump

Model 1387 rotary drum pump for fuel

- Heavy-duty anti-static hose with non-sparking aluminum nozzle
- Flame arrestor, anti-siphoning vacuum break
- Use with gasoline, diesel, kerosene, coolant, non-corrosive materials, hydraulic oils, ATF

Model 1387 rotary drum pump for fuel

Model 3675 fuel caddy, 25 gal.

- Extended pump body improves top-of-barrel clearance and flow per stroke
- Removable non-drip spout
- Pumps non-corrosive automotive, agricultural and industrial fluids
- Two position handle for precise fluid measuring
- Close tolerance pump for extreme durability and expanded fluid compatibility
- Ideal for gear oil, transmission fluid, engine coolant, silicone oil other non-corrosive fluids

Model 3677 fuel caddy with filter, 25 gal.

- Large capacity 25-gallon heavy-duty welded steel tank
- 2-way rotary pump dispenses or extracts fuel depending on direction of rotation
- Large 8 in. diameter rubber wheels
- Automatic 2-way filter system uses two common spin-on filters to remove particulates while dispensing/extracting fuel
- Model 3675 fuel caddy, 25 gal.
Model 989
air-operated
grease pump

- 50:1 double-acting heavy-duty pump
- Steel cover securely clamps to any 25-50 lb. container
- Includes tapered pail follower for positive seal

Model 1292
manual grease pump

- Quality-built bucket pumps dispense high-pressure lubrication in any weather – even at 0 °F
- Unit clamps on any 25 to 50 lb. refinery container in 60 seconds.
- Includes flexible follower

Model 917
air-operated
grease pump package

- 50:1 double-acting pump for high-pressure output and long life
- Includes flexible follower for a positive prime
- Four caster, roll-around base for easy mobility around shop

Model 4283
oil pump, reel, hose and meter package

- Includes 5:1 ratio pump with bung bushing, universal suction kit
- Fits any size container up to 275 gallons
- Electronic meter capable of totalizing in liters and gallons with quart, gallon or pint readout

Model 83753
hose and water reel with 50 ft. 3/8 in. ID hose

- Constructed of durable, heavy-gauge steel
- 50 ft. assembled air and water hose reel
- Slotted mounting base allows for easy attachments
- Five-position adjustable outlet arm
- Model 83754 hose and water reel with 50 ft. 1/2 in. ID hose

For additional information visit lincolnindustrial.com/products/aftermarket.aspx
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